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CM Series Intelligent Modular UPS

WHY CHOOSE US? WHAT
CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
WHAT DO WE OFFER?

This series modular UPS is a green environmental
protection, high efficiency and energy saving,
high reliability of UPS which specially developed
by manufacturer, the system adopt the most
advanced technology in the field of power
electronics and automatic control, with its 10
patents, realize the modular design, support
online hot-swap function, make the investment
planning implementation on demand, dynamic
growth, not only reduce the initial acquisition
cost, but also meet the late on-demand expansion
of equipment, widely used in government,
education, finance, securities, taxation,
telecommunications, transportation, medical,
server room, data center, etc. (add: outside view)
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CM SERIES MODULAR
UPS

World-leading IGBT Integrated Module Technology
Power convert unit, adopt integrated IGBT template, system's reliability
is greatly improved compared to discrete devices, consistency of
manufacturing processes is ensured, thus the quality of the product is
greatly improved

Composition Module
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CM SERIES MODULAR

Comparison between Tower UPS and Modular UPS

UPS

Comparison between Tower UPS and Modular UPS reliability
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MODULAR UPS
DESIGN
ENERGY-SAVING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

CM series modular UPS input power factor is above 0.99, reduce the line loss, improve the utilization rate of
power supply, high efficiency of the machine reduce the loss, save electricity, implement green energy saving;
meanwhile the total harmonic distortion <3% the grid harmonic interference reduce to a minimum, effectively
reduce the network load and power loss, is the ideal environmental protection type efficient UPS.

EASY TO USE, EASY MAINTENANCE

CM series modular UPS adopt large touch screen, LCD+LED display, friendly man-machine interface, use very
convenient; the whole system is composed of each module, support hot-swap function, easy to later expansion
for users, which can realize the online replacement, online maintenance, reduce the difficulty of maintenance,
reduce the maintenance time.

CAPACITY FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION

CM series modular UPS system adopt the modular design, online hot-swap support function, realize the online
expansion, meet user later load increases the uninterruptible power supply equipment, on the premise of
ensuring high reliability, investment planning and implementation on demand, dynamic growth.

SUPERVISORY MODULE

Support multiple dry contact output;
System data acquisition completed by 32-bit DSP processor;
The working state of the machine for display, alarm and
communications;
Monitoring unit can provide RS232 and RS485
communication interface;
Optional SNMP network adapter for remote network
monitoring;
Operating interface using multiple key navigation form,
make the operation

REDUNDANT HIGH RELIABILITY
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MODULAR UPS
DESIGN
PARALLEL TECHNOLOGY

CM series intelligent modular UPS adopt one more mature parallel technique of synchronous "hot", when two
UPS when performing parallel operation, no need to get each other's real-time parameters such as output power,
phase, voltage, current, output,, can achieve synchronization and divide the load current, output stability and
high reliability.
FEATHURE:

Two UPS independent work, no subordination;
Two UPS parallel, system capacity can reach 900kVA;
Don't need to signal the communication cable between two UPS, reduce the failure rate;
When two UPS work bypass at the same time, can provide greater fault clearance ability;
When a UPA failure occurs, another UPS charge to the failure UPS battery, ensure the full charge of the
battery, ensure the grid after abnormal into battery backup time, realize the reliable uninterruptible power
supply.
POWER MODULE

Power module adopt integrated encapsulation IGBT module rather than discrete device, relative to the
separation of IGBT device, integrated encapsulation IGBT module has more current carrying capacity, less
power consumption, effectively improve the efficiency and reliability of power module, the consistency of the
manufacturing process at the same time, greatly improving the product quality. Using discrete device for the
design of power module, need multiple parallel IGBT device, at the same time to deal with the fly-wheel diode
design and process problems, to the system's reliability and consistency of the production process are great risk;
And integrated encapsulation of IGBT module has great electric current breaking capacity, without parallel can
satisfy the demand of the power module, integrated the fly-wheel diode at the same time, reduce the risk of the
design process and production process, integrated packaging through the use of IGBT module, X7 series of
modular products in the implementation of high efficiency, low power consumption at the same time, to ensure
the high reliability of power module and system.
FEATURES:

Each module can work independently;
Each module are independent of the charging system;
Each module through the LED display the running state;
Each module structure with high density compact design, save space.
Each module are independent of double DSP digital intelligent controller;
Each module adopts double conversion design online, ensure high quality output power;
Each module can be online hot plug, easy maintenance, easy to use online;
Free to choose the number of power module according to the need, support online capacity and save
investment.
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CM SERIES PRODUCT
CATEGORIES
CM SERIES HIGH POWER MODULAR UPS

CM Series intelligent modular UPS was to meet government, education,
finance, securities, taxation, telecommunications, transportation and other
industries in the high power modular UPS and tailored to the needs of a series
of products, single cabinet system can choose 1 ~ 10 sets of power module, the
biggest can support to the 300kVA capacity; intelligent modular UPS in
reducing main tenancy costs at the same time can provide higher efficiency,
more flexible maneuverability, and better stability and reliability.

Modular UPS
SMART SERIES LOW POWER MODULAR UPS

CM SMART series intelligent modular UPS is to meet the government,
education, finance, securities, taxation, telecommunications, transportation and
other industries of small and medium-sized power modular UPS and tailored to
the needs of series of products, single cabinet system can choose 1 ~ 6 sets of
power module, the biggest can support to the 180kVA capacity; CM SMART
series intelligent modular UPS in reducing maintenance costs at the same time
can provide higher efficiency, more flexible maneuverability, and better stability
and reliability.
Single cabinet system capacity with 60kVA, 90kVA, 120kVA, 150kVA, 180kVA
power module has 10kVA, 15kVA, 20kVA, 25kVA, 30kVA five power, user can
according to the size of the load, select the appropriate power module and quantity,
optimal capacity matching.

SMART Series Low
Power Modular UPS
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CM SERIES PRODUCT
CATEGORIES
CM SERIES HIGH POWER MODULAR UPS

Green energy-saving power supply;
The adaptive synchronization control technology;
Online hot plug expansion;
Excellent generator match performance;
Support parallel sharing function of battery pack;
Industry system the most perfect protection function;
Perfect remote network management solution;
All circuit boards are adopted three proofing process;
Redundant intelligent speed fan, low noise, energy conservation;
Can be close to other equipment installation, save floor space;
Can begin battery DC (cold boot), convenient operation;
large screen touch screen man-machine interface, rich information;
Fully digital modules in parallel technology, excellent circulation index;
All the positive maintenance, support way up and down into the line, convenient user terminal;
Super grid adaptability and load adaptability and strong load capacity;
Rectifier, inverter, charge and discharge all realize DSP digital control;
High density compact design, on the premise of guarantee high reliability, save space.
Independent charging system, powerful ability of charging, intelligent complete battery management plan;
System cabinet internal integrated distribution system, installation is convenient and save the user's
investment;
Adopt module integrated IGBT packages, greatly improve the reliability of the power module and system;
Dual DSP controller of power module, power module independent control, no single point of failure risk;
UPS system modular design, N + X redundant reliability, long MTBF.
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CM SERIES MODULAR
UPS
SMART MODULAR UPS - LOW POWER
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CM SERIES MODULAR
UPS
MODULAR UPS - HIGH POWER
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